
SOFETTE SECTIONAL



Note: Please retain all boxes until you are certain that your product isn’t damaged and that you

do not wish to return it. Disposal of boxes may prevent/delay our ability to resolve your request.

Gather Your Eggs...

BLACK PILLOWS

BACK PLATE

2 ARMS

SEAT CUSHIONS

2   LEG BRACES
1    INNER SUPPORT BRACES 

CONNECTION BRACKET

 
OTTOMAN BASE

 6   SLATS

FRONT PLATE

16  SLATS
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You should have:

6 LEGS

4   L- BRACKETS

12  NEOPRENE  
 STICKY PADS

6   KNOB BOLT 

DRILL + EXTENSION 
5MM HEX BIT
4MM BALL HEAD BIT 

24 LEG BOLTS
(4MM HEX BIT)

16   L-BRACKETS BOLTS 
(5MM HEX BIT)

12 LONG BOLTS + WASHERS



Let’s start by connecting the arms to the back

panel. The process is identical for both arms. 

Stand the arm on its side.

Identify the corresponding hooks

located on the arm and back panel.

Align the arm and back panels

so that the wooden frames

meet at a right angle. Lean

the arm slightly away from the

back panel. Lift the top of the

back panel and gently lower

the hook until it connects.

Repeat on both sides.

Step 1: Connect the Arms

CONNECT THE HOOKS

The connection is the same

for both sides

This is how they connect.



Connect the Arms ( Continued )

Place an L-bracket to connect
the back and arm panels.

Put an L-bracket bolt in each
of the two holes in the back
panel. Hand tighten only.

Hold the L bracket so that it sits

flat on the back panel. Connect

the L-bracket to the arm by hand-

threading a bolt into each of the

two remaining holes.

Finish securing each bolt using

the 5mm hex drill bit. Repeat for

the other side.



Step 2: Attach the Front Plate

1  FRONT PLATE

2  L-BRACKETS

 8  L-BRACKETS BOLTS 

You’ll Need:

In this step we’ll be adding the

front plate. But first let’s make

sure everything is ready!  

Set the front plate between the two

arms as shown. Make sure that the

flap of excess fabric is hanging on

the inside of the frame.

This will ensure that the plate is

rotated correctly. 



Attach the Front Plate (Continued)

Attach an L-bracket to the

front plate using 2 bolts.

Hand tighten only

Hold the L-bracket flat

against the front plate and

add 2 more bolts to attach

the bracket to the arm.

Use the drill to fasten each

bolt until secure. Repeat on

the other side



Step 3: Install the Inner Support Brace

1  INNER SUPPORT BRACE

4  LONG BOLTS + WASHERS

You’ll Need:

Thread the bolt and

washer together



Install the Inner Support Brace (Continued)

Make sure the edges are flush.
Place a washer over each hole
and insert a brace bolt.

Hand tighten before finishing with
the drill to make sure everything is
properly aligned.

Finish tightening the bolts using
the drill.

For the bolt inside the niche, use
the ball-head bit for easier drilling.
Repeat on the other end of
the brace.

Identify the inner support brace.

To do so, ensure that there are no
holes along bottom edge of brace.

Line up the holes in the brace with
the corresponding holes on the
wood frame.



Step 4: Install the Leg Braces

2   LEG BRACES

8   LONG BOLTS + WASHERS    

You’ll Need:

Thread the bolt and
washer together



Install the Leg Braces (Continued)

Use the drill to finish securing
the brace bolts.

Repeat on the other end,
as well as for the second
leg brace. 

Leg braces have threaded
holes along the bottom edge.
The legs will be mounted
using these threaded holes.

Align the brace with the holes.
Note the lines cut into the
frame; they’ll help guide
the brace.

Place a washer above each
hole and insert a brace bolt
into each. Hand-tighten
before finishing with the drill. 



Step 5: Install the Legs (Sofette)

4  LEGS

12 LEG BOLTS

You’ll Need:

Start by aligning the leg over the mounting holes.
Insert bolts into corresponding threaded holes as
shown and tighten by hand.

Note: if you have flared legs, make sure that each
leg points outward toward its respective corner.

Once each bolt is started by hand, use the drill

to finish securing the leg.

Repeat for all four legs. 

Note: Our legs are

universal, and are used

across multiple products.

All sofa and ottoman legs

will attach securely with 3

fasteners per leg. 



Install the 2 legs needed for

the otoman section. These will

be installed at the front of the

ottoman base. The rear of the base

will be secured by a bracket in the

next step.

Follow the same direction as the

previous step.

Repeat for both legs.

Step 6: Install the Legs (Ottoman)

2 LEGS

6 LEGS BOLTS 

You’ll Need:



Step 7: Attach Sectional Bracket

Begin by selecting which side of the Sofa

you would like the sectional cushion to be

on. Don’t worry, you can change sides at

anytime.

Taking the sectional connection bracket,

locate the 3 holes on the back of the Sofa

front plate on the side you selected and

slide the bracket up onto the front plate.

Align the holes of the bracket with the holes

on the front plate and use 3 of the knob

bolts to secure the bracket to the Sofa.

Next, slide the rear of the ottoman base over

the exposed connection bracket and align

the holes. Use the remaining knob bolts to

secure the ottoman base to the Sofa

Knob bolts line up with

corresponding holes in the

connection bracket and frame.



Step 8: Place Neoprene Pads

To keep the cushions from sliding
add the non-slip neoprene pads.
2 pads will be stuck onto a slat.

Only 4 of the slats of the sofette,
and only 2 of the slats of the
ottoman will need pads.

Please see diagram for correct
placement.

Slats should look like the
diagram after the pads
have been added.



Step 9: Place the Slats

Lay a slat in each groove, as

shown. Be sure they arch upward

Step 10: Add the Cushions

DONE!


